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“When we think we Learn, we cease to Know”  

– Dr. S Radhakrishnan 

Highlights…. 

-The term mentor is perceived in a very wider sense in corporate world but, in 

routine we tend to forget or ignore the responsibility or role and on day to day basis 

reflect a narrowness of mere sharing and guiding mentee to achieve work related 

targets.  

-Gurus, Teachers, Mentors are the ones who shape life of others and contribute by 

creating better people around and a culture of learning and knowledge sharing. 

-A corporate mentor - the very first thing one has to do in role of a mentor is to 

develop relationship with mentee. Understanding educational, family, social….. 

background, related life history; perception towards professional and personal life, 

relevant likings and disliking; capabilities, caliber, capacity; skills, interest; career 

goals; current set of mind etc. 

-“You can change the world for someone” is the feeling which keeps you on toes, 

enthusiastic, motivated, generates respect for yourself, makes you more responsible, 

develops maturity, opens more directions and path for yourself, gives meaning to 

your life or sense of self worth. 

Did you hear Reverse Mentoring..? Also read what organizations achieve………………. 
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HUMAN CAPITAL 
Mentor – A Vast and Vital Role 

On the occasion of Teachers’ Day – 05th September 2016 

 

The term mentor is perceived in a very wider sense in corporate world but, in routine we tend to forget or ignore the responsibility 

or role and on day to day basis reflect a narrowness of mere sharing and guiding mentee to achieve work related targets.  

If we go back in ancient times we’ll find ‘Gurus’ performing their roles in a very responsible manner to not only develop an 

individual’s overall personality so that he/she can be a best mentor for others but also taking up a social responsibility to guide, 

support and enlighten people with knowledge, develop self confidence and can take up life in best manner ahead. There are some 

basic eliments which create base for taking ahead ours and others lives peacefully, confidently, happily, …….What Vyasadeva and 

Krishna taught five thousand years ago is also being taught now!! Vyasa edited the four Vedas, wrote 18 Purans, the epic 

Mahabharata and Srimad Bhagavatam and even taught Dattatreya, who is regarded as ‘Guru of Gurus’. Sandipani Muni, a great 

sage was the teacher of Lord Sri Krishna. ‘Guru’ has been considered as most honorable. Gurus, Teachers, Mentors are the ones 

who shape life of others and contribute by creating better people around. Dr Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan’s, dream was that 

"Teachers should be the best minds in the country". To give honor and respect to teachers Dr. Radhakrishnan wished to celebrate 

05th September as Teachers’ Day!! 

Qualities of a Corporate Mentor- 

Coming back to wider perspective of a corporate mentor, the very first thing one has to do in role of a mentor is to develop 

relationship with mentee. Understanding educational, family, social….. background, related life history; perception towards 

professional and personal life, relevant likings and disliking; capabilities, caliber, capacity; skills, interest; career goals; current set 

of mind etc. are important for a mentor to know his/her mentee. Being Vulnerable i.e. sharing some common things with mentee 

and reacting with complete understanding will strengthen relationship. To gain an empathy with the mentee and an 

understanding of their issues will further give space to better relationship. Communication in any of its form, formal or informal 

has to be clear and acceptable. Remember it plays a very important role in building relationship. Through your actions and 

reactions develop mutual trust and respect. Being caring and compassionate and keeping issues confidential between both will 

add value to partnership. 

A corporate Mentor is qualified and hold expertise in his own area of work, it doesn’t really matter if he/she doesn’t have a 

senior position in organisation. A study found that 5 most commonly used techniques among mentors are : Accompanying, 

Sowing, Catalysing, Showing, and Harvesting – means taking part in learning process, preparing the learner, forcing the learner 

into change, demonstrate your own skill and create awareness of what was learned. 

As a guide, mentor shows right direction and supports mentee to achieve career objectives and helps in finding solutions to 

issues arising during the learning process.  A mentor set goals for both involving the mentee and make all fair efforts for its      
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achievement. He/She protects and nurture Mentee’s Growth Plan. A mentor creates enthusiasm in mentee, encourages for 

positive actions and motivates for setting higher professional goals and its achievements. He/she generates environment for 

creativity and ideas and develops confidence in mentee for bringing improvements in work and self. 

A mentor has to be an organized, determined, committed and passionate being and above all needs to have willingness to 

share knowledge and expertise. Demonstrating the actions of professional achievements to mentee and practicing what you say 

further enhances confidence and trust in mentee. 

A mentor has good ears to hear and understand, as well as a good communicator with diplomacy. He/she would listen to all the 

words and the context in which they are being delivered, would understand and react when appropriate. A mentor would only say 

what mentee needs to hear from him/her. 

A mentor is the one who is available and approachable. An environment is created where mentee does not hesitate in 

approaching to mentor and feels that no question is small or inappropriate to ask whenever it needs attention. 

Mentor will be a positive role model, respected by colleagues and other employees, the one who would demonstrate positive 

attitude. Also he/she would appreciate other’s initiations and achievements and would value their opinions. A mentee would 

receive all that positivity in the form of aura of the mentor, an environment where mentee would always be pleased and 

internally dragged to enter.  

Both would do regular meetings, have good level of preparedness, would ask right questions over agendas, and Mentor would 

provide right and fair feedback to mentee. This process brings lot of clarity in relationship and removes the hazy pictures giving 

directions and further agendas to be worked upon by both. With this the improvements are sustainable, with more maturity 

coming the approach towards issues becomes more clear and right. 

The more genuine, honest, fair and open – mentor is, more are the chances of perfection in mentees development. 

Unlike a paid coach and a trainer who would work on your skill development, a Mentor makes a Voluntary Commitment to 

develop you as a whole. 

How does a Mentor benefits in the process- 

Immense sense to satisfaction- by making a difference to the overall development which includes behaviours, attitude, 

competence, improved perceptions towards life….. etc.  of someone– No achievement is important and big than the internal 

satisfaction which is the first most vital achievement of a mentor.  

In the entire process mentor remains inquisitive and gains lot of knowledge by learning the overall perspectives of the job, 

relationship and much more. 

“You can change the world for someone” is the feeling which keeps you on toes, enthusiastic, motivated, generates respect for 

yourself, makes you more responsible, develops maturity, opens more directions and path for yourself, gives meaning to your life 

or sense of self worth. 

Mentoring develops leadership, management, interpersonal and communication skills of mentor thus re-energising mentor’s                     
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Great respect, gratitude and people’s positive opinion towards mentor – develops feel good factor in mentor when he/she walks 

in the office corridors or participates in a gathering. 

Mentor always receives fresh perspectives during entire process of interactions, which help in further development of mentor. 

Mentoring process helps in developing good professional relations with mentees and others, a worth network, which lasts almost 

forever, if not always in contact, but in the minds and hearts. 

The act increases mentor’s credibility so, the role is a big contributor towards career path on upward ladder that’s for sure. 

High level of patience is the key for mentor’s success. 

Definitely and obviously Attitude of a mentee towards learning and efforts he/she puts for overall growth as a professional, 

matters a lot!! 

Did you hear this - 

Reverse Mentoring 

It refers to the mentoring of a senior member by a younger member where the younger shares up-to-date information 

on the latest business technologies and workplace trends. 

What do Organisation’s Achieve – 

Vision, mission, values, ethics, culture….. of the organization is easily floated to generations; the bigger aims and motives of the 

organization are easy to understand and perceive without any delays; the process develops leaders and communicators; culture of 

sharing and knowledge spread is enhanced which gives space for further knowledge enhancements; Improved performers; more 

motivated and enthusiastic staff; a better level satisfied group of staff; more clarity in the roles; helps in retention of the staff; 

reduced recruitment costs; builds stronger professional relations; higher integrity; sense of belongingness; good positive 

engagement; foster professional and personal growth; a contribution towards easy higher growths; less training costs; less training 

time; distributed burdens; better sense of responsibilities among those involved, better levels of satisfactions;…… out of the 

culture of learning and sharing these are some of the benefits to Organisations as a whole. 

 

Read ahead Kapgrow will support organizations in achieving what is being discussed 

here……………………. 
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 KAPGROW 
Kapgrow is a Knowledge Company that believes in 

“INSPIRNG GROWTH” 

Wings to Kapgrow were given in 2009 with a vision to provide all services under one roof to our clients. 

In the dynamic business environment, we continually face challenges - how we view them defines us! Do we choose to see the 

challenges as stepping-stones or as obstacles? 

There will always be challenges, obstacle and less than perfect situations- We help you to get started in taking steps that will help 

you to grow STRONGER, more and more SKILLED, SELF-CONFIDENT & SUCCESSFUL. 

Our USP is that we are a one stop solution for all your corporate needs. Our Team of professionals would give you practical 

solutions that would help your organization to implement various new initiatives in a smooth manner. 

We work in the area of Management Consultancy, Legal Consultancy and HR Consultancy. 

 We are skilled to have holistic view of the organisation and our multidimensionality aspects take the 

organisations on flawless heights .............and we inspire to grow.  

In current context we did not discussed much about mentee and some 

negative aspects of such a culture and relations. 

Further Kapgrow will support Organizations in fostering the learning 

culture and proving our discussion of what organizations will achieve. 

We have numerous satisfied clients at various locations who are carrying on to take our services in all the fields of consultancy. We 

are supporting organisations for- 

 Management Consulting Services - Improving Business Performance; Professionalizing family owned business; Turnaround 

/ Crisis Management; Cultural Change; Developing systems, structures and restructuring; Policies, Procedures and Manuals; 

etc. 

 HR Consulting Services - HR Business Partner; Talent Acquisition; Training and Development; Competency Mapping; HR 

Audit; Performance Appraisal System (PAS); Employee Satisfaction Survey (ESS); etc. 

 Legal Consulting Services - Compliance audit / review on different laws like Secretarial (Company Law) Review, Labour 

Laws Review, Environment Laws Review, Direct & Indirect Tax Planning, reviews etc. 

There are numerous concerns of Industries which are taken care by our consultancy like Factory management, Achieving 

Operational Efficiency, Generating Profits, Reducing Costs etc. more of it is described on our website, please visit 

www.kapgrow.com for details.  
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